
 
 
 

BETINA HOLTE LAUNCHES E COMMERCE 
CAPSULE COLLECTION HIGHLIGHTS BRAND’S ALTERNATIVE LUXURY ETHOS 

 
January 27, 2016 – New York, NY:  Rising design star and former model Betina Holte today 
launched her eponymous collection of seasonless apparel and fine jewelry on betinaholte.com. 
Figuring prominently in this debut capsule collection are Holte’s signature jersey and silk dresses 
and modernist fine jewelry; the site also offers a bespoke service of custom designed apparel.  

“It’s a personal goal of mine to create an authentic and intimate shopping experience for our 
customers – an online boutique feel. And what can be more personal than designing in 
collaboration with private clients who are getting ready for exciting moments in their lives whether 
it’s a wedding or a gala event,” said Holte. “I’m so happy to be able to use my previous experience 
designing one-of-a-kind creations for the BETINA HOLTE woman!” 

Fashion rebel Betina Holte was named by Glamour as one of the Top 35 Fashion Insiders Under 35. 
Together with her husband, Carlos Leon, they make up one of the coolest couples in New York.  

“We are launching betinaholte.com with a very tight edit of pieces that reflect Betina’s true esthetic 
– which is unique, urban and highly identifiable,” said Fernanda Sousa, Co-Founder, BETINA 
HOLTE.  “Over the coming weeks we will be expanding on the launch collection with some cool, new 
products that are carefully considered and reflect our values. We're not overthinking it. We're just 
developing products that we love.” 
 
The BETINA HOLTE woman – independent, fashion savvy and fearless when it comes to style – will 
experience the brand through an e-commerce site (betinaholte.com) as of noon today.   
 
 



THE COLLECTION 
The BETINA HOLTE collection – urban and elegant with a dash of punk edge -- reflects the unique 
and powerful aesthetic of its namesake.  Embracing a new way of dressing; seasonless, blurring 
the lines between day and evening wear – this is how the downtown girl dresses.   

The apparel collection is made in NYC at one of the city’s top sewing studios using fabrics from 
France and Italy.  Prices range from $90 for the basic T to $625 US for a sensual silk gown. 
Signature jerseys and structured jackets round out the collection. 

“Betina honed her design skills working along side some of the most talented people in the 
industry, most recently as a designer at Zac Posen,” said Sousa.  “Her skill with draping, tailoring 
and luxury fabrications is exceptional!” 

Complementing the apparel line is a range of fashion-based fine jewelry that embodies the BETINA 
HOLTE brand ethos of Alternative Luxury. Modern, minimal and intuitive in its design, the jewelry is 
handcrafted in Montreal by a Parisian-trained Master Jeweler.  Simple, silver rods are sliced to 
‘reveal’ slightly hidden diamonds. Discrete, edgy and feminine, each piece is delicate yet possessing 
a toughness expressed in black rhodium plating. Prices range from $575 to $1200 US.  
 
“I love the idea of diamonds set in silver and the laid back attitude of fashion-based fine jewelry. It 
fits my lifestyle and what I believe in. It’s luxury that you can wear every day,” said Betina. 
 
ABOUT BETINA HOLTE 
We are a small, independent company started by three fashion outsiders. Our aim is to create 
beautifully designed and lovingly sewn clothes that you will cherish and wear for many years.  
 
At BETINA HOLTE we believe in slow fashion. We follow our bliss not trends, not seasons. We 
believe in the power of teams and we believe in the power of magical thinking. 
 
Our collection is made in NYC at some of the city's best sewing studios and we honor the 
craftspeople at every stage of the production process. Our fabrics are carefully considered to be 
soft, to become more beautiful with age and to contain natural fibers that are sourced with 
integrity.  
 
We want women to feel empowered when wearing BETINA HOLTE, to make it their own and then to 
go out into the world and break all the rules! This is Alternative Luxury. 
 
Betina will share stories about her life, loves and the making of the brand through a variety of social 
channels, such as Instagram, Facebook and B-Post her newsletter.  Follow BETINA HOLTE on 
Facebook www.Facebook.com/BetinaHolte2014, Instagram @BetinaHolte and at betinaholte.com. 
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Denise Arab 
Co-Founder, BETINA HOLTE 
514.451.0974 
denise@betinaholte.com 
 
 

 


